Current ideas [1, 2] for designing a high luminosity mllon collideI' require significant cooling of the phase space of the muon beams. The only known method that can cool thc beams in a time comparable to thc muon lifetime is ionization cooling [3, 4]. This method requires directing the particles in the beam at a large angle through a low Z absorber material in a strong focusing magnetic channel and then restoring the longitudinal momcntum witb an rf cavity. We havc developed a new 3-D tracking code ICOOL for examining possible configurations for muon cooling. A cooling system is described in terms of a series of longitudinal regions with associated material and field properties. The tracking takes place in a coordinate system that follows a reference orbit through the system. The 
configurations. Simple diagnostics are built into the code, including calculatioll of emitlances and correlations, longitudinal traces, histograms anti scatter plots. A number of auxiliary filcs can he generated for post processing analysis by the user.
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
A maj or part of the cooling simulation effort for the Muon Collider Collaboration has been directed toward lhe development of two programs. The first, lCOOL, provides the flexibility to quickly examine widely different ideas for implementi ng ionization cooling. For example, setting up desired field configurations is accompli shed in leOOL using predefined, analytic field models. This simplifies the adjustment of parameters for the field to obtain some desired result. The sccond program, DPGeant [5] . is based on the GEANT code system [6] . It is possible to describe very complicated 3-D problem gcometries using DPGeant and to calculate quantities to greater accuracy than with {COOL. DPGeant typically gets its field distributions from maps generated by other. more accurate field computation codes. In our experience the two codes have been quite complementary.
Olle code is frequently used to check results from the other.
• Email: fernow@bnl.gov ICOOL uses a command input file consisting of five parts: simulation control variahles, heam definition, control of physics interactions, diagnostics, and region definition. Current ideas for ionization cooling make extensive use of solenoidal channels. For this reason we define a region to encompass a cylindrical volume which has a fixed length along the reference orbit. A region can be subdivided radially in up to 5 subregions. Each subregion has a field type, material type, and material geometry associated with it. Particles arc allowed to pass back and forth between radial subregions. Wedge shaped material geometries are provided for reducing the momentum spread in dispersive regions. There is no practical limit on the number of regions in a problem.
After validity checking, the region data arc � tored in a direct access disk file.
The program tracks the particles to the end of a given region and generates any desired diagnostics. It then moves on to track the surviving particles to the end of the next region. This program structure was adopted to make it possible to eventually add space charge interactions. At present the (;oc\e only has a very crude spa(;e charge model applicable in pillbox cavity regions.
The region description language has two looping structures to aiel in describing complicated, repetitive systems. A group of regions, slIch as If cavity cells, may be repeated as often as desired using a REPEAT structure.
Groups of REPEAT structures and isolated regions may be combined into a CELT" structure, which may also be repeated as often as desired. In additio n a CELT. has its own field type associated with it. This allows applying it background solenoid field, for example, over a sequence of regi(lns, each of whkh has its own local field.
In addition to the physical region� described above, the user can insert "pscudoregions" into the command file at variolls locations to at;complish tasks, such as forcing diagnostic output, collimating the beam, transforming the beam with a TRANSPORT element, redefining the reference particle, ctc.
The program can initialize the phases of long strings of rf cavities hy using an on-axis reference particle. The most commonly used algorithm tracks the reference particle through absorbers and other non-cavity regions.
taking into accollnt the mean energy lost there. The energy of" the reference particle is increased in If cavity regions by assuming the particle gains a constant energy per unit length. It is then possible to calculate th e time the 0-7803-5573-3/991$1 O.OO@ 1999 IEEE.
Proceedings of the 1999 Particle Accelerator Conference, New Yark, 1999 reference particle passes the center of each cavity ancl to adjust the cavity electric fields to be at zero crossing at these times. After the relative cavity phases have been determined, the user call control the beam's interaction with the rf fields by adjusting the mean launch time of the pmlieles in the beam or by applying additional phase shifts to individual cavities. 
PARTICLE GENERATION
The lIser can choose to generate gaussian or uniform The initial heam specification is quite flexiblt:, allowing 1I mixture of partiele types, each with its own phase space distributions and correlations. The input beam informatioll may also be read in from an existing set of particle data on an external file. There is no practical limit 011 the number of particles. Currently the first 50,000 arc stored in memory and particles in excess of this arc stored on a direct access disk file. The program can save the partiel l) state after any region in the same timnat required for input, so problems can be mil in stages
ELECTROMAGNRTIC ]<'I1U,DS
Typically the user chooses one of the predefincd field types in 'fable I as the regi on fiel(\. 'fht:re arc usually several models lor each type of ficld configuration represcnting differcnt approximations or symmetry assumptions. Usually one of these models, c,g, a constant B, solenoid region, is simple enough so that the particle's interaction with the field lllay be readily understood. OLher more complicated models that satisfies Maxwell's equations can be used for more accurate modeling, e.g, the solenoidal field from a cylindrical current sheet.
. Table l�lectrotnaglletic field model� 
If the superpusition of a rcgion and a cell field is not sufficient, a background field can he dclitled 011 a 3-D grid. This field can he built up from ally comhinalion of the fields in Table 1 .
Sometimes the fringe field of a region has not fallen to 0
at the defined end of the region. I'or this rellson, an option exists to include in the field of a give n region contributions fwm the helds ill neighboring regions. The following function is widely used in the code to give a continuous expression for a magnetic field or vector potential component on the axis.
where E is the distance of the leading edge of the field pattern /i·om the start of the region, C is the width of the central "high licld" part of the distribution, and A. gives the rate of fall of[ at the ends, Other field components on and off the axis arc calculated from Maxwell's equations. Olle nice feature of the fUliction l"(s) is that the derivatives can also be calculated analytically to any order. Derivatives lip to seventh order arc Ilsed in the code.
INTERACTIONS AND DECAYS
Muon and pion decays can be simulated. 
TRACKING
Since the system is defined in terms of regions along the reference trajectory (s), the independent variable in the equations of lIlotion is tis. The dependent variables are the transversc positions, momentum, and the polarization. The position and momentum equations arc defined up to third order in the deviations from the reference orhit [II] . The radius of curvature is always assumed to lic in the x-s plane . When vertical bending is desired, the user must first specify a coordinatc rotation by 90° around s. Particle stepping can be done using fixed steps or by using an adaptive slepsize algorithm. The adaptive algorithm takes into account constraints due to the validity of the multiple scatteri ng and straggling models and due to the local gradient of the field. Particle stepping is done using fourth-ordcr Runge-KUlla integration [12] .
DIAGNOSTICS
ICOOL has a number of built-in diagnostics, which can bc used to check if the simulation is working properly.
Kinematic variables and field values ean bc plotted for individual particles as a function of distance (Z-history).
The mean, standard dcviation, minimum and mllximum valucs for the ensemble of particles can be plotted for any variable at the end of each region (R-history Besides the built-in diagnostics, the program can write out files of particle and field information. These files can bc gcnerated (1) aftcr specified regions, (2) automatically at the end of every region, or (3) repeatedly alter a specified number of steps inside a region. This information can be llsed for more sophisticated analysis or plotting in a separate post-processing program. Other diagnosti c files can be written giving the magnetic field grids or the If phases generated by the program.
